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2021 SPP WINTER PREPAREDNESS 
WORKSHOP
OCTOBER 14, 2021

NET CONFERENCE

SCOTT ACLIN
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Please remember the following:

• Do not enable the video feature

• Mute your line unless you’re speaking

• If you’ve connected your audio through a phone line, make sure your 

computer is muted to avoid feedback
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AGENDA
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1. Welcome…………………………………………………………….…………………………..…………….Scott Aclin

2. Winter Weather Forecast……………………….…….........................................Nathan Hamblin, DTN

3. SPP Winter Assessment .……………………………………….……………………………….……..Will Tootle

4. Generation Assessment Process…………………………………………….………..……….…Frank Flores

5. Natural Gas Outlook………………………………………………………..….Chris Hodge, Southern Star

Kurt Gregson, Southern Star

6. URT and Alerts…………………………………………………………………………….………....….Kathryn Dial

Margaret Quispe

7. Fuel scarcity - Offers over $1000/MWh approval process….……………..……Greg Sorenson

8. Adjournment………………………………………………………………………………………...………Scott Aclin



Winter Outlook 

2021-2022

October 14, 2021

Presented by:   Nathan Hamblin, Long Range Team Lead Meteorologist



• Climate Review
• Review of Winter 2020-2021 (last year)

• Forecast Techniques
• ENSO Outlook and Analog Patterns

• Statistical method

• Polar Vortex Outlook

• Computer Model Projections

• Dynamic models using current 

ocean/atmosphere observations

• DTN Seasonal Outlook
• Winter 2021-2022 (November – March)

• Temperature and Precipitation

• Wind and Solar

Topics
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Winter 2020-2021 

Review

• A review of last years highlights
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Winter Temperature Departures
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Nov-Mar 2020-21 (in)Nov-Mar 2020-21 (0F)

Winter Precipitation Departures
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Monthly Temperature Departures
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Monthly Precipitation Departures
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Winter Snowfall/Departures

Mid-February contributed to most of the positive anomalies for OK/ArklaTex

Mid-October 2020 saw significant MT to NE snow



February 2021 – Historic Cold Snap 
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• Strong blocking ridge near the North Pole split the polar vortex up 

into smaller pieces and forced them to move to the south

• Record breaking cold blasted into the Central US from 2/10-2/20

• All-time record low temperatures fell during this period

• Warmth preceded and followed the cold snap

L

Polar Vortex 2/10-2/20 Temperature Anomalies 2/10-2/20 Coldest Low Temperatures –

Select Cities



February 2021 – Historic Cold Snap 
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L

DTN February 2021 Forecast 
(From October 2020)

February 2021 Observed 

DTN February 2021 Forecast 
(From late Jan 2021)



Seasonal 

Forecast



• Weak to moderate La Niña

• Weak negative phase – PDO

• Warm water in the North Pacific 

with cooler water along the 

West Coast

• Warm AMO phase

• Warmer North Atlantic Ocean 

temperatures

Main seasonal drivers
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Slowly evolving ocean temperature patterns

yield clues to longer range weather

La Niña

-PDO
+AMO
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ENSO Forecast through May 2022  
Weak La Niña through winter

La Niña

El Niño

Neutral

O
c
t
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Analogs

• Average weather conditions from 

previous years with similar ocean 

temperature patterns that are 

expected for this year
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Season Analogs (Nov)
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TEMPS PRECIP



Season Analogs (Dec)
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TEMPS PRECIP



Season Analogs (Jan 2022)
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TEMPS PRECIP



Season Analogs (Feb 2022)
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TEMPS PRECIP



Season Analogs (Mar 2022)
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TEMPS PRECIP



Season Analogs (Dec-Feb)
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TEMPS PRECIP



Seasonal 

Weather 

Models

• Projections from several computer 

models simulating potential large-

scale weather patterns
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The next 

few months
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Monthly Outlooks (ECMWF model)
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TEMPS

Nov

PRECIP

Jan

Dec



Monthly Outlooks (ECMWF model)
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TEMPS

Feb

PRECIPMar



Seasonal Outlooks (CFSv2 model)
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TEMPS

Nov

PRECIP

Jan

Dec



Seasonal Outlooks (CFSv2 model)
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TEMPS

Mar

PRECIP

Feb



DTN 

Seasonal 

Forecast

• Winter Outlook 2021-2022
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Forecast Process
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Climate 

10-yr Trends 

Analogs 

Seasonal Models 

Final Forecast Solution



DTN Temperature 

Outlook (Nov-Mar)
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DTN Temperature 

Outlook (Dec-Feb)
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Seasonal Outlook - Risks
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Warm Scenario: 20% Current Forecast: 50% Cold Scenario: 30%

• Cold risks marginally outweigh warm risks

• Forecast notes:
• Model guidance is warmer than the analogs for the Central US, but cold isn’t far away

• The emergence of a La Niña is one key to the forecast 

• Polar vortex behavior is the second key.  Short term significant cold could weigh heavily on 

winter temperatures. February 2021 is a good example

• If cold does not emerge in November/December, the warm scenario would become likely, 

and it could be even warmer like 2011-2012



DTN Precipitation 

Outlook (Nov-Mar)
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DTN Precipitation 

Outlook (Dec-Feb)
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DTN Snow Outlook 
(Entire Winter)
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Renewable Energy Outlook
(Weather-dependent Energy)

Page 36



Wind Forecast
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DTN Wind Speed  

Outlook (Nov-Mar)
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Solar Forecast
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DTN Solar 

Outlook (Nov-Mar)
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Key Messages
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• Analog forecasts suggest greater than average volatility will occur 

this winter. i.e. Changeable regimes

• Best chance of above normal temperatures across the Southeast 

US this winter

• Warm risks will modestly outweigh cold risks during the winter.  The 

“Polar Vortex” behavior will be key.  Analogs suggest threat of short-

lived intense cold intrusions is there, but also sustained warmer 

periods would occur.  Best chance of below normal temperatures 

should be in the North Central and Northwest US 

• Analogs predict a northern storm track with near to above normal 

precipitation and snow for the Midwest through New England 

• There will be mixed precipitation risks across portions of the 

southern Plains this winter

• Wind generation looks to be above normal across the Plains and 

Rockies this winter

• Solar generation should be below normal across the North Central 

US and near to above normal across the South Central US



Questions?
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2022  WINTER SEASONAL 
ASSESSMENT
WILL TOOTLE

SUPERVISOR, OPERATIONAL PLANNING
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STUDY SCOPE

• The study period ranges from December 2021 through the end 
of March 2022. 

• The study includes the outages of the days with the most 
planned generation and transmission outages for winter 
2021/2022 in CROW as of September 15, 2021 and unplanned 
outages from the winter 2020/2021

• Contingency Analysis

• Transfer Analysis

• Capacity Evaluation

• Wind Sensitivity

• Load Pocket/Voltage sensitive area Analysis

• MISO Coordination
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2021 ACTIVITY

• 535 MWs/2 resources retired YTD

• 392 MWs/3 resources planned to retire by end of year

• 3790 MWs /16 resources of new wind & 135 MW/46 

resources of Dynamic Demand Response resources 

added to the model YTD
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2021 EVENTS

• Resource Alerts/ Conservative Operations / EEAs

• February 8 – February 19

• Wind forecast uncertainty concerns

• High record breaking loads

• Low temperatures

• Reliability resources in use at times for BA capacity

• Long lead resources committed

• Additional market studies utilized as needed

• June 14 – June 16 – Resource Alert

• July 26 – July 31 - Resource Alert

• July 29 – July 30 – Conservative Ops
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GAP 
(GENERATION ASSESSMENT PROCESS)

• The GAP process has helped SPP and GOs work 

together to find time where maintenance margin is 

available in order to pre-approve outages giving both 

SPP and GOs a higher confidence that the outage will 

be approved when scheduled.

• The available maintenance margin is publically posted 

and updated daily at 5:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m., and 9:00 p.m. 

on the marketplace portal.

https://marketplace.spp.org/pages/available-outage-maintenance-margin

https://marketplace.spp.org/pages/available-outage-maintenance-margin
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STUDY REPORT

• Final Report will be posted in November.

• 2021/2022 Winter Operations within the SPP Balancing 

Authority and Reliability Coordinator Area footprints 

are expected to be normal with no forecast of extreme 

operational situations.

• Transmission constraints and mitigations are expected 

to be manageable to maintain the required reliable 

operating criteria.
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GENERATION ASSESSMENT 
PROCESS
FRANK FLORES
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SUMMARY

• Discuss winter weather effects and how they are applied to 

long term GAP baseline
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BASELINE ADJUSTMENTS DUE TO WINTER EVENT

• December and January: 

• 9 GW maintenance margin maximum from December 26th to 

January 31st.

• February: 

• 2.5 GW maintenance margin maximum

• March: 

• 5.8 GW maintenance margin maximum from March 1st to March 8th

• 9 GW maintenance margin maximum from March 8th to March 15th

• Normal Gap calculation after March 16th.
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CONCLUSION

• This change will be re-evaluated every quarter to make sure it 

still makes sense as the winter weather event dissipates from 

the historical data 

• Implementation Date: 9/23/2021



Southern Star 
Chris Hodge – Power Desk and Operations Specialist

Kurt Gregson – Marketing Analyst Senior



System Overview

Approximately 5,800 miles of natural gas transmission pipeline.



Operations Innovation 

• Real Time Analytics

• Benefits

• Quicker identification issues, leads to accurate 
measurement and billing to the customer

• Immediate trending of measurement data

• Reliability Analytics

• Enterprise Analytics benefits during Polar 
Vortex

• Ability to monitor equipment real time and 
trigger proactive notifications

• Mobile monitoring

Enhancing our reliability 



Winter Preparedness

Sustainable winter preparation



Winter Outlook

Anticipating the weather forecast 



• Storage - 2021 storage remains at a 235 BCF deficit to the five-year 

average for total storage.  Total storage likely will not reach 3.50 TCF.

• International Pricing  – LNG  Export  volumes  will remain  at 

or near the total US export capacity (10+ BCF/D).

• JKM Index – Japan/Korea ($56/Dth)
• TTF Index –Europe ( $54/Dth)

• SSC Price Strength
• SSC projected to be strong this winter.

• Interconnects –Key during Polar Vortex

• Production (Nationally) – Output hovering around 90.0 BCF/D. –

Although Consumer demand has been slow to rebound in 2021, it has 
outpaced the production recovery.

• Production (Regionally) – Gas going to Gulf/LNG Markets

• Scoop/Stack Competition
• Midship Express (1.10 BCF/D)

• Permian Competition
• Gulf Coast Express (2.0 BCF/D)

• Whistler (2.0 BCF/D)
• Permian Highway (2.0 BCF/D)

• COVID Recovery –Consumer demand has been slow to rebound in 2021.  

New variants add another element of potential demand destruction along 

with the normal Flu season that is approaching with the onset of Winter.

• Weather – warm weather has hampered storage refill along with soaring 

prices.  Cold winter could compound the storage/production/demand 
balance.

PRODUCTION
(Regional)

7.0 BCF/D of 

Takeaway 
Capacity from 

Midcon Supply

PRICING
SSC Winter Price 

projected at 
$5.59/Dth

STORAGE
Projected to finish 
injection season 

shy of 3.50 TCF 
vs. approximately 

4.00 TCF Max.

PRICING
International 

Prices Driving LNG 
Market Globally.  

US LNG Volumes 

at 10.0 BCF/D.

PRODUCTION
(National) 

Production lagging 
behind demand 

recovery.

WEATHER
NOAA shows 
probability of 
above normal 

temps .

GAS PRICE - BULLISH

Market Drivers



Historical Prices



Futures Forward Prices



US Underground Storage Working Gas



For additional information: 

https://csi.southernstar.com/dashboard/ https://www.southernstar.com/

Christopher.hodge@southernstar.com

Kurt.gregson@southernstar.com

https://csi.southernstar.com/dashboard/
https://www.southernstar.com/
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ALERTS & UNCERTAINTY 
RESPONSE TEAM OVERVIEW
MARGARET QUISPE

KATHRYN DIAL
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URT BACKGROUND

• March 2018 instantaneous 

wind penetration of BA 

load > 60% with installed 

wind capacity over 17 GW

• Retirements of traditional 

resources

Changing 

Generation Mix

•Increases in installed 

variable energy resources 

created increased risk 

associated with forecast 

error*

New 

Challenges • Operations staff evaluated 

near miss events and 

determined high risk 

situations could at times 

be detected in advance

Uncertainty 

Response Team

*While the net forecast error rates have improved over time, as more variable energy is installed the total MW 

amount of error is subject to increase
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URT FUNCTIONS TODAY

• Uncertainty evaluations performed each morning flag potential 

intervals of heightened risk for the next 7 days

• Staff available on-call 24x7

Detect Potential 

Issues

• Flagged intervals are evaluated by staff

• Weather conditions, load levels, wind forecast, generator 

outage conditions
Evaluate Risk

• URT staff works with real-time operators to make 

recommendations for long-lead unit commitments, system 

alerts, generator outage denials, and other steps as needed to 

ensure BA capacity sufficiency for future intervals

Develop Mitigation 

Plans in Advance
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OPERATIONAL STUDIES & ANALYSIS 

> 1 Year Before OD OD - 7 OD - 1 Operating DayOD - 2

Generation Assessment Process (GAP)

Multi-Day Reliability Assessment

Uncertainty Response Team Analysis

Day Before Day Ahead Study

Day Ahead Market

*Timeline represents when studies or analysis are performed relative to the Operating Day

Day Ahead RUC

Intra-Day RUC

Short Term RUC

Real-Time Balancing Market

Next Day OPA
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UNCERTAINTY EVALUATIONS

• Uncertainty capacity evaluations are performed for the next 7 

days

• Horizons in focus are 1 hour, 4 hour, and 8 hour

• Uncertainty factors are load, wind, & resource error

• Uncertainty error is applied to available online/offline capacity 

over each horizon to determine intervals of insufficiency

• High risk intervals are flagged and evaluated further to determine 

if additional action is needed to prepare (e.g. committing long 

lead generation resources in advance of potential issue)
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EXAMPLE UNCERTAINTY RISK OUTLOOK
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WINTER URT CONSIDERATIONS

• Freezing fog the threat is real!

• Resource start time delays

• Icing risk forecasts

• The sooner generator operators & owners can get 

icing/winter weather derates/outages logged into CROW the 

better

• Fuel supply concerns

• Load impacts from winter weather
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OPERATIONS ALERTS
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OPERATIONS ALERTS

Weather Alert

• RC Footprint

• Heightened 
awareness of 

severe weather 
concerns

• Transmission 

and/or 
generation 
impacts

• May be regional

Resource Alert

• BA capacity 

concerns

• Provides 

transparency to 
Members & MPs

• May utilize 

Reliability status 
resources

• Long-lead 

commitments

Conservative 

Operations

• Heightened 

communication 
& situational 

awareness

• Additional 
actions may be 

taken to avoid 
emergency 

conditions (e.g. 
increased OR 

requirements)

Energy Emergency 

Alert (EEA)

• NERC EOP-011-1

• BA has all 
available 

generation 
resources in use 
& is concerned 

about sustaining 
or unable to 

maintain 
required CR
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WEATHER ALERT NOTIFICATIONS

• Shift Supervisor (SS) sends email to TOP, GOP, and Market 

distribution lists

• RC posts on RCIS and R-Comm

• SS posts to OASIS

• RTBM issues MUI notification
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RESOURCE ALERT

• BA capacity concerns

• Typically issued due to forecasted/upcoming system 

conditions

• Provides transparency to Members & MPs that SPP may:

• Utilize Reliability status resources for BA capacity

• Make long-lead commitments

• Utilize greater unit commitment notification timeframes
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CONSERVATIVE OPERATIONS

• GOPs report any weather-limited resources during the alert period to the RTBM/RUC Operator

• GOP’s update day ahead and real time resource offer parameters and CROW to reflect changes

• GOP’s report fuel shortages or concerns to the RTBM/RUC Operator

• TOPs report the following to the SPP Shift Supervisor if due to a transmission outage:

• Loss of > 10,000 customers for an hour or more

• Loss of > 50 MW of firm load

• TOPs/GOPs coordinate with the RC (Reliability) or BC (Balancing) operator(s) the restriction of 
maintenance/testing of critical transmission/generator facilities

Heightened communication & situational awareness

• Operate to selected double-contingencies

• Operate to conservative transfer limit values

• Operate with greater unit commitment notification timeframes, including making commitments prior to 
Day-Ahead Market

• Operate with increased operating reserve requirements

• Operate with increased reliability margin

• Bridge units if there is a significant risk to unit re-starting

Additional actions that may be taken to avoid emergency conditions as needed
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RESOURCE ALERT AND CONSERVATIVE OPERATIONS 
NOTIFICATIONS

• Shift Supervisor (SS) sends email to TOP, GOP, and Market 

distribution lists

• RC posts on RCIS

• RC or Balancing Coordinator (BC) posts on R-Comm

• SS posts to OASIS

• RTBM issues MUI notification

• RTBM issues xMatters blast call
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RESOURCE ALERT AND CONSERVATIVE OPERATIONS 
TIMELINE

• Both notifications are issued as far in advance as possible

• Resource Alerts are issued with an end time

• Updated as necessary

• Conservative Operations notifications may be issued with an 

end time, if known
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ENERGY EMERGENCY ALERT LEVELS

• All available generation resources in use

• Curtail non-firm exports

• Utilize maximum emergency operating limits on resources
EEA Level 1

• Energy deficient BA, however, still maintaining minimum Contingency 
Reserve requirements

• Public appeal, voltage reduction and load management
EEA Level 2

• BA unable to meet minimum Contingency Reserve requirements

• Public appeal, voltage reduction and load management- including Firm 
obligation curtailment 

EEA Level 3

• Termination of EEAEEA Level 0
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EEA NOTIFICATIONS

• RC enters the EEA – Checklist Ops Log

• Automatically sends email to TOP, GOP, and Market distribution lists

• SS may also email separately with more detail

• RC posts on RCIS

• RC or BC posts on R-Comm

• SS posts to OASIS

• RTBM issues MUI notification

• RTBM issues xMatters blast call
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EEA NOTIFICATION TIMELINE

• EEA Notifications may be submitted in advance, if possible

• Typically issued in real-time

• EEA 2 notifications regarding interruptible load shed are 

handled case-by-case

• Notifications made via R-Comm and/or phone calls to TOPs

• With EOP revision, this notification will include a separate 

distribution list
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NON-OPERATIONS NOTIFICATIONS

• Available to anyone with an spp.org login

• Navigate to User Profile->Exploder Lists 

• Select Grid Notice to receive key notifications from SPP
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MARGARET QUISPE
KATHRYN DIAL
System Operations

mquispe@spp.org

kdial@spp.org

Questions?

mailto:mquispe@spp.org
mailto:kdial@spp.org
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PROCESS FOR ENERGY 
OFFERS ABOVE $1000/MWH 
AND FERC ORDER NO. 831
GREG SORENSON, PE

SPP MARKET MONITORING UNIT

OCTOBER 14, 2021
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NATURAL GAS PRICES
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FERC ORDER NO. 831 – REQUIREMENTS

• A resource’s incremental energy offer must be capped at the 

higher of $1,000/MWh or that resource’s cost-based 

incremental energy offer.  

• For the purpose of calculating LMPs, cost-based incremental 

energy offers must be capped at $2,000/MWh.

• The costs underlying a resource’s cost-based incremental 

energy offer above $1,000/MWh must be verified before that 

offer can be used for purposes of calculating LMPs.  

• All resources, regardless of type, are eligible to submit cost-

based incremental energy offers in excess of $1,000/MWh. 
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SPP TARIFF CHANGES

• Tariff enhancements to describe the process and deadlines for 

submission and verification of incremental energy offers above 

$1,000/MWh (SPP OATT, Attachment AF, Section 3.2(J))

• Virtual energy offers/bids may be submitted up to 

$2,000/MWh and are not subject to cost verification

• Import/export transactions may be submitted up to 

$2,000/MWh and are not subject to cost verification
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ORDER NO. 831 IMPLEMENTATION

• Offers above $1000/MWh require Market Monitor approval 

prior to setting price

• Offers were capped at $2000/MWh for setting price, but with 

scarcity adders and congestion, prices can exceed $4000/MWh

• Market participants must provide documentation of gas price 

to the Market Monitor

• Market participants previously provided heat rates to the 

Market Monitor
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ORDER NO. 831 IMPLEMENTATION

• Market Monitor perform shadow calculation before approval

• About 20% required Market Participant correction prior to 

approval in Feb 2021, about 30% had no documentation

• Difficult to approve day ahead offers due to the short time 

between market close and clearing commencing

• Gas market still experiencing significant price discovery at 

9:30am 
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ORDER NO. 831 IMPLEMENTATION

• Gas Price Increases During the Event

• Additional pipeline costs (OFO, no notice)

• Communications from MPs to SPP

• Gas Resources Impacted during Event
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REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION TO THE MMU

• Via email inbox (preferred)

• Or Market Monitoring Portal

• Thermal units: Documentation of expected fuel costs

• Quote, email confirmation, Platts Gas Daily, ICE screenshot

• Abnormal pipeline fees (copy of tariff, pipeline notice)

• No OFO penalties

• Documentation of additional costs for late purchases
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REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION TO MMU

• Thermal units – heat rate tests if MMP data is incorrect

• Storage – meter data that shows charging times

• MMU reserves right to ask for additional documentation

• If additional purchases happen in non-timely cycle

• Documentation of actual gas costs for make whole

• Might be lower to reflect longer term purchases

• Must include actual invoices from supplier

• Pipeline invoice only if unusual costs
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Greg Sorenson

Manager,

gsorenson@spp.org

Market Monitoring on call

Phone (24/7) – 501-366-8282

Email sppmarketmonitoring@spp.org

mailto:gsorenson@spp.org
mailto:sppmarketmonitoring@spp.org
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QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?

100



101

ADJOURNMENT
Thank you for joining us today!

101
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CONTACT:

SCOTT ACLIN –
SACLIN@SPP.ORG

102


